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The NHS spend a considerable amount of time and resouces on checking the

data for coverage and vertical accuracy. This is espcially true for the Mareano

program as a considerable part of the surveying is done by external

contractors. It is therefore important to have a common tool for checking the

data for compliance with the specification. So far, we have implemented the

following quality checks:

For coverage:

• Resolution. For gridded products, we have implemented a variable resolution

grid which is configurable in a straightforward manner

• Point count requirement. For a cell to be classfied as approved there is a 

minimum point requirement

• Data gap definition. Every specification defines what a data gap is (see

illustration). It is also related to what the purpose of the survey is. Coverage

is thus different than object detection (NOAA 2022) and Mareano has its
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own definition.

• A total percentage of approved cells.

• A boundary check to compare the planned versus the actual area 

covered.
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The generalised process for calculating vertical accuracy and compare it to the

specification is executed in a few steps:

- Firstly, the same method for creating a variable resolution grid as for 

horizontal density is used, although with a differently sized grid cell schema. 

- We ensure a minimum of 15 points (configurable) for having a statistically

sound selection.

- We calculate a plane through the points based on the least-squares solution

and find the standard deviation for the points-normal distance.

- This number is compared to the TVU-requirement
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The result is presented as a raster with contrasting cells where the vertical

accuray is outside of the specification. This is the yes/no map as the black

pixels/cells are marked black. It is also possible to show the actual standard 

deviation for each grid cell, then displayed as a gradient or color map.
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Additional:

The data validation tools developed by NHS will save us a lot of time and 

effort.

- We can run quality control in hours, not weeks.

- Visual inspection is minimised, only random sampling is necesessary to build

confidence in the result.

- «Quality» is backed by actual quantitative properties

- You can run it in the field, in the office, on standard equipment.

- No licenses, everything is built using open source.
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For 2024 and beyond…

Implement additional specifications. 

- Introduce a «specification database». It should also be possible to add new, 

specialized specifications: «draw your own» (se illustration)

First release of the software as open source and start collaborating with

others.

As we gain more insight we will have to revise the technical specifications to 

better fit a machine-readable format.

Currently, we run the validation tool on x,y,z ascii files. We will introduce the

validation closer to the source by reading the Kongsberg MBES data format 

(.all/.kmall)
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